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U9 Boys 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 32 teams total and will be broken down into eight groups of four.  Each 

group will play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This age group will advance to four groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the eight group winners and follow 

normal SuperCopa advancement protocols seeding for within the group; Gold, consisting of the eight 

highest ranking Wild Card teams, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Silver, consisting 

of the next eight highest ranking Wild Card teams; and Bronze, consisting of the next eight highest 

ranking Wild Card teams.   

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa, Gold, Silver and Bronze will play Quarter-Finals, Semi-Finals and Finals. Quarter-Finals will 

be seeded 1 v 8, 2 v 7, 3 v 6, 4 v 5, following normal SuperCopa seeding protocols.  There is no reseeding 

after Quarter-Finals.    

 

U10 Boys 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 36 teams total and will be broken down into nine groups of four.  Each group 

will play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This age group will advance to five groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the top seven group winners plus 

the winner of the number eight vs. the number nine group winner, and follow normal SuperCopa 

advancement protocols seeding for within the group; Gold, consisting of the loser from the number eight 

vs. the number nine game, plus wildcard teams ten through fifteen and the winner of wildcard sixteen vs. 

wildcard seventeen, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Silver, consisting of the loser 

from the wildcard sixteen vs. wildcard seventeen game, plus wildcard teams eighteen through twenty-

three and the winner of wildcard twenty-four vs. wildcard twenty-five, following normal SuperCopa 

advancement protocols; Bronze, consisting of the loser from the wildcard twenty-four vs. wildcard 

twenty-five game, plus wildcard teams twenty-six through thirty-one and the winner of wildcard thirty-

two vs. wildcard thirty-three, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Bronze 2, consisting 

of the loser of thirty-two vs. thirty-three, and wildcard teams thirty-four through thirty-six going straight 

to semifinals. 

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and the play-in game results as noted above), Semi-

Finals and Finals.  Gold will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and play-in game(s) results as noted  
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above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Silver will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and play-in game(s) 

results as noted above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Bronze will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and 

play-in game(s) results as noted above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Bronze 2 will play Semi-Finals (based on 

seeding and the play-in game results as noted above), and Finals.   

 

U11 Boys 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 36 teams total and will be broken down into nine groups of four.  Each group 

will play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This age group will advance to five groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the top seven group winners plus 

the winner of the number eight vs. the number nine group winner, and follow normal SuperCopa 

advancement protocols seeding for within the group; Gold, consisting of the loser from the number eight 

vs. the number nine game, plus wildcard teams ten through fifteen and the winner of wildcard sixteen vs. 

wildcard seventeen, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Silver, consisting of the loser 

from the wildcard sixteen vs. wildcard seventeen game, plus wildcard teams eighteen through twenty-

three and the winner of wildcard twenty-four vs. wildcard twenty-five, following normal SuperCopa 

advancement protocols; Bronze, consisting of the loser from the wildcard twenty-four vs. wildcard 

twenty-five game, plus wildcard teams twenty-six through thirty-one and the winner of wildcard thirty-

two vs. wildcard thirty-three, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Bronze 2, consisting 

of the loser of thirty-two vs. thirty-three, and wildcard teams thirty-four through thirty-eight going to 

Quarter-Finals with the two highest seeded teams receiving a bye to the Semi-Finals. 

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and the play-in game results as noted above), Semi-

Finals and Finals.  Gold will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and play-in game(s) results as noted 

above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Silver will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and play-in game(s) 

results as noted above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Bronze will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and 

play-in game(s) results as noted above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Bronze 2 will play Quarter-Finals (based 

on seeding and the play-in game results as noted above), Semi-Finals, and Finals.   

 

U12 Boys 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 24 teams total and will be broken down into 6 groups of four.  Each group 

will play each other within their group.   
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Advancement 

This age group will advance to three groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the six group winners and the two 

highest ranking Wild Card teams, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Gold, consisting 

of the next eight highest ranking Wild Card teams; and Silver, consisting of the next eight highest ranking 

Wild Card Teams.   

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa, Gold and Silver will play Quarter-Finals, Semi-Finals and Finals.  Quarter-Finals will be seeded 

1 v 8, 2 v 7, 3 v 6, 4 v 5, following normal SuperCopa seeding protocols.  There is no reseeding after 

Quarter-Finals.   

 

U9 Girls 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 28 teams in total and will be broken down into seven groups of four. Each 

group will play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This age group will advance to four groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the seven group winners and the 

highest ranking Wild Card team, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Gold, consisting 

of the next eight highest ranking Wild Card teams; and Silver, consisting of the next eight highest 

ranking Wild Card teams, Bronze consisting of the 4 remaining wildcard teams. 

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa, Gold and Silver will play Quarter-Finals, Semi-Finals and Finals. Quarter-Finals will be seeded 

1 v 8, 2 v 7, 3 v 6, 4 v 5, following normal SuperCopa seeding protocols.  There is no reseeding after 

Quarter-Finals.   Bronze will play Semi-Finals and Finals.  

 

U10 Girls 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 36 teams total and will be broken down into nine groups of four.  Each group 

will play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This age group will advance to five groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the top seven group winners plus 

the winner of the number eight vs. the number nine group winner, and follow normal SuperCopa  
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advancement protocols seeding for within the group; Gold, consisting of the loser from the number eight 

vs. the number nine game, plus wildcard teams ten through fifteen and the winner of wildcard sixteen vs. 

wildcard seventeen, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Silver, consisting of the loser 

from the wildcard sixteen vs. wildcard seventeen game, plus wildcard teams eighteen through twenty-

three and the winner of wildcard twenty-four vs. wildcard twenty-five, following normal SuperCopa 

advancement protocols; Bronze, consisting of the loser from the wildcard twenty-four vs. wildcard 

twenty-five game, plus wildcard teams twenty-six through thirty-one and the winner of wildcard thirty-

two vs. wildcard thirty-three, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Bronze 2, consisting 

of the loser of thirty-two vs. thirty-three, and wildcard teams thirty-four through thirty-six going straight 

to semifinals. 

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and the play-in game results as noted above), Semi-

Finals and Finals.  Gold will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and play-in game(s) results as noted 

above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Silver will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and play-in game(s) 

results as noted above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Bronze will play Quarter-Finals (based on seeding and 

play-in game(s) results as noted above), Semi-Finals and Finals.  Bronze 2 will play Semi-Finals (based on 

seeding and the play-in game results as noted above), and Finals.   

 

U11 Girls 

Group Play 

This age group will consist of 32 teams total and will be broken down into eight groups of four.  Each 

group will play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This age group will advance to four groups:  SuperCopa, consisting of the eight group winners and follow 

normal SuperCopa advancement protocols seeding for within the group; Gold, consisting of the eight 

highest ranking Wild Card teams, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Silver, consisting 

of the next eight highest ranking Wild Card teams; and Bronze, consisting of the next eight highest 

ranking Wild Card teams.   

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa, Gold, Silver and Bronze will play Quarter-Finals, Semi-Finals and Finals. Quarter-Finals will 

be seeded 1 v 8, 2 v 7, 3 v 6, 4 v 5, following normal SuperCopa seeding protocols.  There is no reseeding 

after Quarter-Finals.    
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U12 Girls 

Group Play 

This group will consist of 12 teams total and will be broken down into three group of four. Each group will 

play each other within their group.   

Advancement 

This group will advance to two groups:  SuperCopa consisting of the three group winners and the 

highest ranking three Wild Card teams, following normal SuperCopa advancement protocols; Gold 

consisting of the next six highest ranking Wild Card teams.   

Knock Out Rounds 

SuperCopa will play Quarter-finals, semi-finals and finals.  For the Quarter-finals, Teams 1 and 2 will 

receive a bye into the semi-finals and teams 3 through 6 will play.  Quarter-finals will be seeded 3 v 6 

(advancing to play 2 in the semi-finals) and 4 v 5 (advancing to play 1 in the semi-finals);  Gold will play 

Quarter-finals, semi-finals and finals.  For the Quarter-finals, Teams 7 and 8 will receive a bye into the 

semi-finals and teams 9 through 12 will play.  Quarter-finals will be seeded 9 v 12 (advancing to play 7 in 

the semi-finals) and 10 v 11 (advancing to play 8 in the semi-finals 

 


